Kinetic fluorescence RT-PCR is highly sensitive for detection of germ-cell-tumor-specific transcripts in peripheral blood.
The aim of our study was to determine whether conventional staging in patients with testicular germ-cell-tumors (GCT) could be supplemented by quantification of beta-human choriogonadotropin mRNA levels in peripheral blood using kinetic fluorescence RT-PCR. Blood samples from 41 patients with GCT of different clinical stages (CS) were pre-therapeutically examined by kinetic fluorescence RT-PCR with the LightCycler for beta-human chorionic gonadotropin (beta-HCG) mRNA expression levels. The controls comprised of samples taken from patients 3 months after treatment, from patients with inflammatory testicular diseases or non-germ-cell-tumors and from healthy males (n=66). Six positive results [cut-off level: normalized beta-HCG mRNA (Nbeta-HCG) >400 relative gene expression (RGE)] were found in controls (specificity 90.9%, 95% CI: 76.9-97.3%). The overall ratio of positive PCR results in the group of GCT patients was 82.92% (34/41) (CS I 18/23, CS IIa-b 6/7, CS >IIb 10/11) (sensitivity 82.9%, 95% CI: 65.1-91.2%). The average Nbeta-HCG level in patients with clinical stage I tumors was 63772.0+/-125720.5 (mean +/- standard deviation) relative gene expression (RGE), 35076.0+/-52253.5 RGE in those with CS IIa-b tumors and 87298.3+/-120895.3 RGE in those with CS >IIb tumors. Kinetic fluorescence RT-PCR for tumor-specific gene products is, in contrast to qualitative RT-PCR, a promising approach to improve conventional staging in clinical low-stage testicular germ-cell-tumors. With high specificity, its sensitivity is higher than that of the corresponding serum tumor marker (82.92% vs 48.72%).